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QUESTION 1

Create a file called packages.yml in /home/sandy/ansible to install some packages for the following hosts. On dev, prod
and webservers install packages httpd, mod_ssl, and mariadb. On dev only install the development tools package. Also,
on dev host update all the packages to the latest. 

A. Answer: See the for complete Solution below. 

Correct Answer: A 

Solution as: ** NOTE 1 a more acceptable answer is likely \\'present\\' since it\\'s not asking to install the latest state:
present ** NOTE 2 need to update the development node 

-name: update all packages on development node 

yum: 

name: \\'*\\' 

state: latest 

 

QUESTION 2
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SIMULATION 

Add a cron schedule to take full backup of /home on every day at 5:30 pm to /dev/st0 device. 

A. 

Correct Answer: Please see explanation 

 

QUESTION 3

Install and configure Ansible on the control-node control.realmX.example.com as 

follows: 

--> Install the required packages 

--> Create a static inventory file called /home/admin/ansible/inventory as follows: 

node1.realmX.example.com is a member of the dev host group 

node2.realmX.example.com is a member of the test host group 

node3.realmX.example.com and node4.realmX.example.com are members of the prod 

host group 

node5.realmX.example.com is a member of the balancers host group. 

prod group is a member of the webservers host group 

--> Create a configuration file called ansible.cfg as follows: 

--> The host inventory file /home/admin/ansible/inventory is defined 

--> The location of roles used in playbooks is defined as /home/admin/ansible/ roles 

A. Answer: See the for complete Solution below. 

Correct Answer: A 

Solution as: Through physical host, login to workstation.lab.example.com with user root. # ssh
root@workstation.lab.example.com # hostname workstation.lab.example.com # yum install platform-python* # su -
admin # pwd /home/admin/ # vim .vimrc # mkdir -p ansible/roles # cd ansible # vim inventory [dev]
servera.lab.example.com [test] serverb.example.com [prod] serverc.example.com 

serverd.example.com [balancer] serverd.lab.example.com [webservers:children] prod !wq # vim ansible.cfg [defaults]
inventory = ./inventory role_path = ./roles remote_user = admin ask_pass = false [privilege_escalation] become = true
become_method = sudo become_user = root become_ask_pass = false !wq # ansible all -–list-hosts 

 

QUESTION 4

Create a file called specs.empty in home/bob/ansible on the local machine as follows: 
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HOST= MEMORY= BIOS= VDA_DISK_SIZE= VDB_DISK_SIZE= 

Create the playbook /home/bob/ansible/specs.yml which copies specs.empty to all remote nodes\\' path /root/specs.txt.
Using the specs.yml playbook then edit specs.txt on the remote machines to reflect the appropriate ansible facts. 

A. Answer: See the for complete Solution below. 

Correct Answer: A 

Solution as: 
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QUESTION 5

Please set the selinux status as enforcing. 

A. Answer: See the for complete Solution below. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

 

QUESTION 6

SIMULATION 

There were two systems: 

system1, main system on which most of the configuration take place 

system2, some configuration here 

Configure selinux. 
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Configure your systems that should be running in Enforcing. 

A. 

Correct Answer: Please see explanation 

 

QUESTION 7

SIMULATION 

Please set the selinux status as enforcing. 

A. 

Correct Answer: Please see explanation 

 

QUESTION 8

There were two systems: 

system1, main system on which most of the configuration take place system2, some configuration here Configure
selinux. 

Configure your systems that should be running in Enforcing. 

A. Answer: See the for complete Solution below. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

After reboot and verify with this command 

 

QUESTION 9

SIMULATION 

You are working as an Administrator. There is a common data shared (/data) from 192.168.0.254 to all users in your
local LAN. When user\\'s system start, shared data should automatically mount on /common directory. 

A. 
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Correct Answer: Please see explanation 

 

QUESTION 10

SIMULATION 

Write a script /root/program. The request is when you input the kernel parameters for script, the script should return to
user. When input the user parameters, the script should return to kernel. And when the script has no parameters or the
parameters are wrong, the standard error output should be "usage:/root/ program kernel|user". 

A. 

Correct Answer: Please see explanation 

 

QUESTION 11

Connect to the email server and send email to admin, and it can be received by harry. 

A. Answer: See the for complete Solution below. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 12

SIMULATION 

Configure cron and don\\'t allow the user tom to use. 

A. 

Correct Answer: Please see explanation 

 

QUESTION 13

SIMULATION 

Configure the ftp to allow anonymously download the directory /var/ftp/pub, and reject the domain t3gg.com to access. 
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A. 

Correct Answer: Please see explanation 

 

QUESTION 14

SIMULATION 

Create the directory /storage and group owner should be the sysusers group. 

A. 

Correct Answer: Please see explanation 

 

QUESTION 15

Create a playbook called issue.yml in /home/sandy/ansible which changes the file /etc/issue on all managed nodes: If
host is a member of (lev then write "Development" If host is a member of test then write "Test" If host is a member of
prod then write "Production" 

A. Answer: See the for complete Solution below. 

Correct Answer: A 

Solution as: 
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